RECLAIM AND RECYCLE
INDIUM • GALLIUM • GERMANIUM • TIN

Indium Corporation offers reclaim services for process scrap—discarded parts or materials from your production process—for most indium-, gallium-, germanium-, and tin-containing materials, such as:

- ITO, IZO, IGZO
- Spent targets
- Used bonding materials
- Other unneeded or excess materials
- Worn out/replaced cryogenic seals

Indium Corporation is a longtime supplier of reclaim services and has the largest capacity worldwide. Our program offers:

- Analytic reporting
- High-yield return
- Competitive pricing

*No hazardous or unrelated waste materials accepted.*

Please contact us if you have questions about how to recover these valuable metals from your processes. Our specialists can help to evaluate your unique situation and make your supply chain more profitable and sustainable.

**North/South America & Europe:**
Theo Ruas
truas@indium.com
Phone: +39 335 357 940
Fax: +1 315 853 1000

**Asia:**
Lee Wei Ling
wlee@indium.com
Phone: +60 4 6439032

**General Contact:**
Shuyan Peng
speng@indium.com
Phone: +86 158 5147 8399

Contact us at: **indiumreclaim@indium.com**
Learn more: **www.indium.com/reclaim-and-recycle**